Oh, Brother Nature

Volunteer with Camp to Belong Georgia

When you punched out your kid sister’s front choppers, words couldn’t express how very sorry you were. Mainly because you weren’t very sorry. You were 9.

This summer, get in some quality fam time when you volunteer with Camp to Belong Georgia. The Rutledge outpost is devoted to reuniting some of the 11,000 Georgia kids separated from their sibs while living in foster care.

There are tons of ways to help. Join in Birthday Party Night, pitch in at scrap booking stations, or man trips to convenience stores or the nearest one-hour photo. Can’t commit to a session? Donate paint pens, water bottles, tees, or picks from the wish list.

Of course, the 501(c)(3) org can always use a bit of dough to keep things running.

It would be oh so big of you.

Camp to Belong Georgia, Camp Twin Lakes, 1391 Keencheejoonee Road, Rutledge (770-662-0344 or camptobelong-ga.org). For volunteer information, call 770-345-0630. MAP IT